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ABSTRACT

In multi-display environments (MDEs) that include large shared displays and desktops, users can engage in both close collaboration and parallel or personal work. To transition between the displays can be challenging in complex settings, such as crisis management rooms. To provide workspace awareness and to facilitate these transitions, we design and implement three interactions techniques that display users’ activities. We explore how and where to display this activity: briefly on the shared display, or more persistently on a peripheral floor display. In a user study, motivated by the context of a crisis room where multiple operators with different roles need to cooperate, we tested the usability of the techniques and provided insights on such transitions in systems running on MDEs.

INTRODUCTION

Multi-Display Groupware (MDG) systems are used to support collaboration around complex tasks, such as brainstorming, data sense-making or emergency planning. They can include several private and shared displays, and they allow for mixed-focus collaboration [28]: users can work in parallel on sub-tasks on their private display, or closely together on the same task on a shared display [47]. Such tasks requires users to perform several transitions between their personal and shared workspaces [57]. Nevertheless, to help users decide when to initiate such transitions, collaborators need to have a global awareness of current and past work of others in the workspace. (workspace awareness).

In this paper, we propose interaction techniques that provide such workspace awareness to aid these transitions. We demonstrated our techniques in a prototype of a crisis management system, which represent an extreme case of multi-display collaboration. Our prototypes, meant to support multiple users with different roles is composed of: a very high resolution interactive wall display, several workstations and other peripheral displays. We designed three techniques to aid workspace awareness and help identify opportunities to transition from personal to close collaborative workspaces, by displaying information about the activities of others. Our designs vary with respect to where this additional information is placed in the environment (in the focus of the shared display or on the periphery), and with how long they are displayed (transiently or permanently). A usability study showed that the techniques could be used efficiently to provide good workspace awareness in a simplified crisis management scenario, and provides insights regarding transition between displays in MDEs.

Contributions of this paper are: (1) The adaptation of workspace techniques for MDEs, (2) An evaluation of the usability of these techniques in combination.
RELATED WORK
MDEs have been used in collaborative contexts like meetings [23, 24, 33, 53], scientific collaboration [64], collaborative creative work [55], and urban design [41]. Such environments are well suited for mixed-focus collaboration [28], where colleagues transition often between loose and close collaboration.

Compared to setups that include only individual displays, MDEs that include at least one large shared display have been shown to: provide better workspace awareness [61], allow for a more comfortable sharing of data [60], and to encourage people to collaborate closely more often [9]. Thus the impact of MDEs on mixed-focus collaboration has been studied often for setups that include a large shared display, that is either horizontal (tabletop) or vertical (wall, whiteboard), combined with private devices or workstations.

When the shared display is horizontal, studies showed that the bigger the shared display, the harder it is to maintain good workspace awareness [65], and that up-close interaction improve workspace awareness; however, distant interaction provides better support for parallel work [31]. When the shared display is vertical, studies showed [59] that if it replicates the shared workspace it is better for grounding close collaboration; but that if it shows only status information, it is better for overall monitoring. Based on these studies, in our prototype we choose to use a replicated display, i.e., a display that replicates a virtual workspace that is shared by all devices (albeit at different levels of detail), since this was shown to favor collaboration. We also provide users with both distant and up-close interaction techniques, to support both close collaboration and loose or parallel work. Finally, as the size of the shared display is likely to hinder workspace awareness, this further motivates our awareness designs.

Crisis management is a good example of situation in which operators often switch between parallel and collaborative work [39]. Previous work has already investigated the use of MDEs in such situations. To improve the overall operation of situation rooms, HCI researchers explored the use of several innovative surfaces. Chan et al. [12] developed an emergency operation center that combines a tabletop, a wall display and several tablets and wearable devices. They used proxemics cues to initiate data transfer between private and shared displays. Similar set-ups have been presented by Butscher et al. who focused on the use of social media [10]; Kunz et al. who focused on the use of a tangible user interface for the tabletop [38]; Chokshi et al. with their prototype ePlan [16]; and Díaz et al. who integrated citizen-generated information on their prototype [18].

However, these setups did not focus on providing awareness to aid transitions between the different displays. In this paper, we decided to use a vertical setup, similar to the one used in current situation rooms, and we propose techniques specifically aimed at improving workspace awareness. In a similar vein, Bortolaso et al. looked at transitions in a military command and control context [8]. They proposed a simulation-based training prototype on a MDE, composed of a tabletop and several tablets [8]. They introduced different types of lenses on the tabletop and on the tablets, to support workspace awareness in different collaborative configurations. Their study evaluated the lenses exclusively on the tabletop, and showed that participants used lenses for parallel work and direct interaction on the tabletop map for close collaboration. In this paper, we similarly support different types of collaboration; however, we use a vertical setup, and we focus on techniques to facilitate transitions between multiple devices.

We provide related work relevant to our individual designs within our technique descriptions.

MOTIVATING SCENARIO OF USE
To understand the different requirements for a MDE system that supports transitions between personal and shared workspaces, we are motivated by situations in which workspace awareness is important: crisis management rooms, where collaboration is considered critical [42]. Using examples of crisis such as the derailment of a freight train in a tunnel in Baltimore [56], a helicopter crash in the center of London [4], and a flood of the Loire river in France [25], we draw design goals for such collaborative environments.

G1: The environment should accommodate colleagues with different roles, and access to different information.
The response team in a situation room is composed of highly specialized operators from different agencies, who are each in charge of one aspect of the crisis management. The flood of the Loire crisis involved more than 23 agencies including police, fire brigades, first responders, public transportation, managers of water/power/communication/road networks, and flood forecasting services [25]. Each agency had their own tasks to perform (monitoring the road traffic, coordinating firefighters or first-responders, managing public transport, etc.). Other types of collaborative contexts, such as sense-making and brainstorming, can also group together individuals with different expertise [28].

G2: Colleagues should be able to share with others only data useful for the situation.
To deal with the complex situation at hand, during crisis management operators need access to various data [39]. Here sharing role-specific data between operators is important. For example, during the Baltimore accident, a main water pipe broke at the location of the crisis and started flooding the area. Firefighters had to work with public-work administration officials to see how to access the train in these conditions. Both agencies had their own data, but needed to share only the ones relevant to the crisis: for the firefighters, it was the position of their units on-site, and for the public-work it was the plan and information regarding the water network of the specific area of the city [56]. Access to role-specific data that are not relevant to the situation can confuse operators and alter their understanding of the situation [17]. A need to share only content relevant to the collaboration can be present in any other collaborative environments that bring together colleagues with their own data.

G3: To serendipitously or actively seek out opportunities for collaboration, colleagues need a good mutual awareness of where others are working on, and on what.
In situation rooms, close collaboration on shared displays can be forced by the situation itself (e.g., first-responders and road-traffic operators work together to ensure ambulances avoid traffic jams). Or it can be serendipitously initiated by operators when they see colleagues working in an area that interests them. For instance, we can imagine that if a first-response operator that sees a road-traffic operator working on a zone close to a hospital key for the crisis, they may decide ask for more information. Due to the uncertainty of the situation, operators also often explore different strategies to try and stay ahead of the evolving situation [39], actively seeking out colleagues working on their area of interest to discuss their plans. For example, imagine that weather reports indicate that areas next to the hospital may be flooded soon, the first-response operator may actively seek the road-traffic operator responsible for that area to discuss re-routing alternatives. To initiate such collaborations, each operator needs to be aware of what others are currently working on, and where. This can be particularly challenging, as agencies and operators may be introduced late into a situation room. All collaborative environments can benefit from workspace awareness to aid newcomers assess the situation, to help serendipitous identification of collaboration opportunities, and aid the transition from personal to collaborative work.

G4: Colleagues need to have a good awareness of past activities, both in specific areas, or by specific colleagues. When colleagues work concurrently in different sub-tasks they partially loose awareness of others [27]. So when they want to transition to a closer collaboration, they may need some contextual information about the recent work and focus of their colleagues. For example, during the Loire flood, an operator of the power company needed to guide her team to a damaged power unit [25]. We could imagine, that if she had seen that traffic operators worked recently in her area of interest, she could have approach them directly to coordinate the best route for her team to take. A trace of recent activity of a specific colleague (not just in a specific area) can also be important. For example, if the power-company operator knew that the first-responder operator had been focused on one specific area since the beginning of the crisis, she could plan a path to damaged units that does not interfere with this area. Understanding others’ past activities can be useful in any long duration collaborative situation.

TECHNIQUES FOR WORKSPACE AWARENESS
Inspired by our motivating scenario of use, we wanted to ensure that the awareness techniques do not disturb colleagues and don’t hide important information seen on the shared collaborative display. Disturbance is accepted and reserved for important alarms that require immediate attention from operators. Our designs follow these constraints.

Awareness Bars: Persistent Real-Time Awareness
Operators need good awareness of the work of others (G3). More precisely, they need to know who is working on which part of the workspace at any time (workspace awareness [29]). As it is unclear when exactly they will need this awareness information, it has to be persistent in time (always visible).

Related Work
Workspace awareness was first studied for collaborative document editing in distributed environments [19]. It introduced the concept of shared feedback of users’ activities in the shared workspace. For example, early work showed the cursor and text selections of all users in the shared workspace [19], and later their pointer (telepointers) [28]. These techniques can be problematic in multi-scale environments, as users can be focused on different areas of the workspace and thus not be able to see each other’s cursor or pointer.

Follow-up work on multi-scale environments [28] proposed radar views, small simplified maps of the workspace, that displayed telepointers and rectangles representing users’ viewports. Others [30] suggested multi-user scrollbars as awareness widgets: additionally to their own scrollbar, users could also see on their screen the position of others’ scrollbars. These techniques highlight areas of the workspace others are focused on, and help identify users working on the same area.

In summary, to enhance workspace awareness in distributed environments, past work provided feedback of the location where others are focusing and interacting. This shared feedback can be displayed: directly on the shared workspace (e.g., telepointers), at the edge of the screen (e.g., multi-user scrollbars), or on other dedicated areas of the screen (e.g., minimaps).

Design Choices and Technique Details
Our setup differs from the distributed ones presented above. It is composed of several workstations (which can be considered as distributed) and a shared, high-resolution wall display.

Design Choices. Workstations are dedicated to role-specific tasks of the users, which can be cognitively demanding (e.g., guiding units onsite in a hazardous environment). Displaying additional information about others’ activities (e.g., telepointers, multi-user scrollbars) can clutter the screen and attract the operator’s attention needlessly. Because of their size and the fact that shared displays often provide a view of the entire shared workspace (e.g., map of Paris), the shared wall makes a good alternative to display awareness information (requiring operators to split their focus occasionally). Nevertheless, telepointers on the wall display are difficult to spot due to their small size [34], a situation that becomes even more challenging if a high number of operators are present in the room. And telepointers highlight a single point, making it hard to determine the larger areas operators are focusing on.

Minimaps on workspaces can restrict awareness information to a specific area of the screen, and users can avoid distractions by choosing to only look at it when needed. However, minimaps may not scale well with a high number of collaborators and a large workspace size. As an alternate, we tried displaying the viewport of each workstation directly on the shared wall, using colored rectangles (as it is done in minimaps). We observed that when more than four operators are working on the same area, it becomes hard to understand exactly where each of them is working, and the screen quickly becomes cluttered. Large rectangles (zoomed-out viewports) are also difficult to see as their borders are at the edges of the screen.
Figure 2. Awareness bars. (Top) The colored bars on the border of the wall represent the areas on which each operator is focused on their workstation. The dashed lines are added for illustration purpose. (Bottom) Awareness bars of three operators, rectangles at the middle of the screen are Data-lenses.

**Technique Details.** Inspired by multi-user scrollbars [30], we displayed the same information (size and position of workstations’ viewport) in the form of bars at the edges of the wall display (Figure 2). Thus, the awareness indicators are visible without cluttering the screen. The x-position of the bars at the top and bottom of the wall display represent the x-location of the viewport (similarly for the y-position on the left and right of the wall). The bar color matches the color attributed to the operator. When operators pan and zoom in their workstation, their bars move and scale accordingly.

For the bars on the top/bottom (and left/right) we initially also mapped their y position (and x position respectively) to the y location of the viewport. This way each edge could give information about both viewport dimensions. But when several operators were working at the same area, the bars overlapped often causing confusion. We thus gave a fixed y-position to bars at the top/bottom edges (and a fixed x-position for the right/left ones). Thus, the bars are stacked always in the same order and it is easy to distinguish between operators.

Using bands, operators can see when others are working on the same area, as their bars will occupy the same x and y position. This information is visible both when operators are seated at their workstation (top edge), and when standing in front of the wall (bottom edge). Bands can support a large number of operators as long as the colors assigned are distinct. However, they only display information about operators working on the workstations, but not ones standing in front of the wall. As we can track the head position and orientation of a standing operator, we can determinate the area they were focusing on on the wall [46] and we attempted to display it using the same technique. But as we tend to move our head continuously, the continuous band movement became quickly disturbing. Given that the position of a standing user is already a good indication of their focus, we did not include this in our final prototype.

**Summary.** Awareness bars are displayed permanently on the edges of the wall display, providing awareness of others’ focus (G3). They consist of colored bars on the top/bottom edges of the wall (for the x-position and width of users’ viewport on their workstation), and on the left/right (for the viewport y-position and height).

**Focus Map: Past & Current Focus Awareness On-demand**

We also want operators to know the areas of past focus of others (G4). We first tried to address this by displaying a trace of the movement of each awareness bar, that would fade out over time. But because the space in which bars move is fairly constraint, the area soon became crowded and illegible.

**Related Work**

Awareness of past activities is supported in asynchronous or semi-synchronous collaborative systems, for example, the `diff` command in git shows differences between commits. Past work in collaborative editing has used colored marks in the margins to highlight text areas that had been changed [19], or animations to play them back [15]. These techniques automatically highlight changes, but it is also possible to let users decide which changes are relevant to their activities, for instance by allowing them to add annotations [11].

In a complex MDE environment, where the virtual workspace can be large (e.g., a map), it can be difficult to keep track of each other’s activities, even in a synchronous system. One approach is to use a timeline that summarizes activities, a solution adopted for a complex collaborative game on a tabletop [13], and for scientific exploration of data on a shared display [37]. Another, is Mnemonic Rendering [5], that stores changes and plays them back on demand, or summarizes and superimposes them on the interface in a semi-transparent layer.

**Design Choices and Technique Details**

**Design Choices.** We first considered visualizing all past actions done by operators, nevertheless, their actions are mostly role-specific, and so other operators are not always qualified to understand them. The area on which operators worked before can be more important than the action itself, as operators spent considerable time monitoring the situation during which...
Technique Details. We continuously record the focus of each operator. The history of focus of both operators is displayed for this area. Whether to get a history of the situation in an area, or of the focus of a specific colleague, the operators need this information at very specific points in time and they are generally actively looking for it. It is thus possible to display this information on demand and for a limited amount of time.

We show this information on the wall, as it displays the entire shared workspace. Moreover, even if a Focus Map is requested by one operator, it can be of interest to others. For example, operators may want to know that someone else is interested in their area and are requesting information.

Technique Details. We continuously record the focus of each operator, represented by the viewport of their workstation when seated, or the area they see when standing in front of the wall (calculated using their head position and orientation). The Focus Map shows a multi-colored heatmap of these areas on the wall. Color hue represents an operator and its saturation the amount of time spent at each area. When the focus of multiple operators overlaps, we display their colors interleaved.

By default, the Focus Map is invoked for the entire wall and for all operators (Global Focus Map). But it is also possible to visualize the Focus Map of a specific operator for the entire workspace (Figure 3). Or visualize a Local Focus Map for only a specific area of the workspace (Figure 4). Selecting the specific area, or the specific operator respectively, can be done through the workstation or a tracked smartphone. After a fixed amount of time, the heatmap fades out of the wall display.

The technique displays initially the entire logged history since the start of the system. Users can filter the time range they want to display, in order to focus on shorter time periods of interest. When they create a Focus Map, a range slider appears either on the smartphone or on the workstation (depending on the activation device) that the user can manipulate.

Figure 4. Local Focus Map on a specific area. (Top) The blue operator asks for a focus map for a specific area (dashed rectangle) by selecting the area using a tracked smartphone. The history of focus of both operators is displayed for this area. (Bottom) A picture of a focus map for a specific area on our wall display, with two operators’ colors interleaved.

Figure 5. Step Map. (Top) The red and blue operators work in front of the wall. Their identity is confirmed by the colored circle around their feet. The fading red circles on the floor indicate that the red operator was previously closer to the blue one but moved recently to the left. (Bottom) Close-up of a Step Map trace.

Summary. Focus Maps provide workspace awareness of past actions (G4) on demand. A multi-colored heatmap overlays a history of the areas of focus of both seated and standing operators on the wall display. The time interval of the history can be adjusted using a range slider. The colors represent different operators, and their saturation the amount of time spent on each area. After a fixed amount of time the heatmap fades out. The technique can be activated for the entire wall, for a specific area, or for a specific operator. This activation can be done from a workstation or using a tracked smartphone.

Step Map: Transient Operator’s Identity Awareness

In a situation room, where multiple operators from different agencies are present, identifying their role is important (G1), especially for operators that are brought-in later in the crisis. Pre-assigning colors to different roles/agencies can help in this case. For seated operators, this can be done by labeling their workstations with their color, as workstation are often pre-assigned. Nevertheless, it can be challenging to identify the role of standing operators, and to associate the operator with a color (indicating a role) displayed on the wall.

Related Work

We are inspired by past work that tracks users in front of a wall display. The tracked position has been used to initiate proxemics interaction [26]; to follow the user using an array of cameras to stream their video remotely [1]; or to create low [36] or high fidelity [66] representations of the users on the wall. In our case, superimposing users information on the wall could clutter the shared screen. Instead, as it is done in recent work on public settings [43], we consider using the floor of the crisis room as a peripheral display to enhance awareness.

Design Choices and Technique Details

Information on the operator’s role (G1) in our case needs to be persistent to accommodate late-comers in the room. Thus it cannot be superimposed with the main scene that contains important information for the crisis, and can disturb other operators. The peripheral nature of the floor makes it a good candidate to avoid disturbing operators, while at the same time it links directly visual information to the standing users.
We make sure to not permanently display any information on workspace awareness information: Awareness Bars, whereas transient awareness information, triggered on demand, provides more details about past position or focus of colleagues that can be standing on working on their workstation respectively (Step Map and Focus Map). We make sure to not permanently display any information on the central part of the main display, as it is used for critical information and alarms.

To sum up, we designed three techniques to visualize workspace awareness information:

- **Awareness Bars**, which show the current focus of workstations on the edge of the wall display.
- **Focus Maps**, which show the history of the focus (of seated and walking operators) on the wall display, activated on demand and fading over time.
- **Step Map**, which permanently follows standing operators, but also shows a temporary short history of the position of operators standing in front of the wall.

Each of them answers to a specific goal, and thus, is either temporary or permanently displayed, on the main shared display or on the periphery (Figure 6). The three techniques work in harmony together as they occupy different spatial locations, starting from the periphery (floor: Step Map), to the periphery of the shared surface (edges: Awareness Bar), to the center of the shared surface (Focus Map). Depending on their location, they can be permanent (periphery: Awareness Map), or activated on demand and transient (center of shared surface: Focus Map). Permanent awareness information provides continuous indications of other colleagues’ focus on the shared workspace (Awareness Bars), whereas transient awareness information, triggered on demand, provides more details about past position or focus of colleagues that can be standing on working on their workstation respectively (Step Map and Focus Map).

PROTOTYPE

To illustrate our techniques we implemented them within a broader prototype of a crisis management system that we developed. The prototype runs on a multi-display environment (Figure 1), that includes: (i) a high-resolution wall-display made up of 75 LCD screens (in total 5.9m × 1.96m wide, with a resolution of 14 400 × 4800 pixels), driven by a computer cluster and overlaid with a PQ Labs layer for multi-touch detection; (ii) three workstations; (iii) two mounted projectors for displaying operators’ moving traces; (iv) several mobile devices; and (iv) a VICON motion tracking system for tracking operators and devices.

The prototype is developed in Java using the ZUIST Cluster library [44], which allows it to run seamlessly on the desktop workstations and the visualization wall. On the workstations, operators interact using mice and keyboards. On the wall, they can interact directly using touch; or indirectly using mobile devices connected to the prototype via the Smarties toolkit [14], whose position and orientation is tracked.

**Modeling a crisis scenario, with role-specific data**

The basis of the visualizations on both workstations and the wall is a tiled map. On their workstations, operators can focus on a part of the map through pan and zoom. The shared wall shows a zoomed-out view of the entire map that is of fixed scale, similarly to what is done in actual control rooms.

**Role-Specific Data.** Our prototype reads a [graphml](http://graphml.org) file of the road network of the crisis area (London in the examples seen in the paper) extracted from OpenStreetMap [7]. Inspired by the helicopter crash in London [4], it manages three types of role specific data. If streamed traffic data are available, they can directly be used to feed the network. Else traffic forecasting can be simulated using a macroscopic Lighthill-Whitman-Richards model [40] (also used in [45]). The traffic density is then represented on the road network using a three-color scale (green, yellow, red). Our prototype can also extract public transport networks from CSV files provided by public transport companies. Circulation of buses is then simulated using the timetable and traffic density. The paths of individual bus lines have a predefined color and buses are represented as small colored squares moving on them. Finally, the prototype extracts the position of essential first response buildings from OpenStreetMap (hospitals, fire stations, etc.) and displays them with a red-cross glyph. First responders’ activities can then be simulated using these buildings, for example the intervention of first response vehicles. Similarly to buses, their speed is impacted by traffic density.

By default, the role-specific data are only displayed on the workstation of the appropriate operator. Nevertheless, parts of them can be displayed on the wall on-demand, using data lenses (Section 5.2).

**Data Vis and Transfer between Workstations & Wall**

In our prototype colleagues (operators) view their own, role-specific, data on their workstation. We decided to not display everyone’s role-specific data on the shared wall in a permanent way, colleagues are not always qualified to understand each other’s data. Moreover, it would lead to visual clutter that
can then provoke information overload, change blindness, and even hinder visual search [63]. Nevertheless, after identifying opportunities for collaboration using the awareness techniques, colleagues may need to transfer their data from their workstation to the shared wall, when they plan to work closely with other operators (G2). They should be able to choose when and on which part of the wall they want to transfer their data.

Users can perform data transfers using either handheld devices, that can be considered as proxies that carry the data while the user is moving [51, 58]; or virtual cursors on their personal workstation [48]. Studies comparing transfer types showed that proxy-based techniques were more efficient and required less physical effort compared to virtual portals, but were more difficult to use, partly because they lacked feedback [2, 49, 50]. Our users can choose the transfer mode that meets their needs.

In our context, each transfer creates on the shared display a magic-lens containing role-specific data. These lenses can be created from any workstation, or directly in front of the shared display using a handheld device. The lens is active only on a specific area so as not to clutter the entire display. For example, a road traffic operator can overlay traffic density information over a set of roads on the wall display. We call this type of lens Data-lens in the rest of the paper. Previous work has controlled lenses that overlay data on a wall display by matching a moving user’s position (and shape) [36]; or using handheld devices [14]. We allow both types of control: using the operator’s position and a handheld device.

A Data-lens on the wall belongs to the operator who created it; only this operator can manipulate it, and when she moves away from it, it slowly fades out so as not to clutter the wall. The creator of the lens has access to a menu by clicking on the lens, that allows them to: (i) destroy the lens; (ii) turn on/off the "Follow me" mode, so the lens follows the operator when she moves in front of the wall; (iii) turn on/off the "Pin it" mode, so the lens does not fade away when the operator leaves the wall (this mode is automatically activated when a lens is created from a workstation); (iv) change permission, allowing another operator to manipulate the lens.

Finally, it is possible for multiple operators to stack several data-lenses [35] in the same area of the shared display, in order to combine their different role-specific data.

**Interaction**

Two kinds of interactions can activate the techniques described in the previous section: ones that act on the data and are role-specific; and ones for general system control, available to all users that want to interact with the shared display wall.

**Role-Specific Interaction on Data**

Role-specific interactions are accessible through menus that can be invoked by a long press if the operator is standing in front of the wall, or right mouse click on the workstation.

Each operator can do specific actions that have an impact on the situation. The road traffic operator can adapt speed limits, close roads or lanes, and change traffic light durations. The public transportation operator can reroute buses, either to a specific location or direct them to a station. First responders can direct their vehicles in the city.

**Activation of Data-lenses and Focus Maps on the Wall Display**

Users first chose to display a cursor on the wall, that will be then used to determine the position of the Data-lens or Focus Map. This cursor can be controlled either: from their desktop (in a "wall mode") when operators are seated; using touch when operators are in-front of the wall; or using tracked smartphones that can act as laser pointers when operators are moving in the room.

A click brings-up a dashed colored rectangle on the wall, at the cursor position. This rectangle will determine the area of the Data-lens or Focus Map respectively. The original rectangle size depends on the area of focus of the workstation (if triggered from a workstation), or on the distance of the user from the wall (if she is standing, triggered either by touching the wall or a mobile device). The rectangle can be dragged, and its size can be changed using the mouse wheel on the desktop, a pinch gesture when touching the wall, or by a specific button on mobiles. When the user clicks a second time, she validates the size and position of the rectangle (a click outside of the rectangle will remove it). A pie-menu appears and the user can decide to create a Data-lens with their role-specific data, or request a Focus Map to see others’ activities for this area.

Alternatively, users can point at another user using the tracked smartphone, or select another operator in the menu on their workstation. At this point a pie-menu will be displayed with the choice to display the Focus Map of just that operator.

**USER STUDY**

The three awareness techniques presented in this paper are inspired by previous work, but have not been combined before in a single setup nor evaluated as a group. Thus we decided to
assess if they are usable in our context: mixed focus collaboration, using a simplified crisis management scenario, using a wall display and several workstations. We defined three tasks which, to be completed, require the use of at least one of the techniques. For each task, we observed if participants succeed in the task and how they used the techniques.

**Study Design**

**Participants and Apparatus**

We recruited 8 participants (3 females, 5 males), aged 23 to 41 (average 31), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were HCI and visualization researchers or graduate students, and most of them had already used a wall display (6/8). We used the apparatus described in the Prototype section. As our tasks do not require domain-specific knowledge, we did not test them with real highly-trained crisis management operators. A similar approach has also been taken by previous work motivated by real-world contexts [31, 32, 45].

**Scenario and Tasks**

We designed three scenario tasks based on the Vauxhall helicopter crash in London [4]. In each scenario, a map of London was displayed on the wall display and workstations, and specific datasets were overlaid: simulated road traffic, hospital locations, and buses routes.

**Task 1** was designed to assess if our techniques allowed participants to get current (G3) and past (G4) awareness of other operators’ focus. A small scenario introduced the task. The participant was told they would take the role of a road-traffic controller called in a crisis room to manage a massive accident in London. It was explained that two (fictitious) operators were already present in the control room, dealing with the situation, but not available to give a briefing. The participant was asked to first find out, using any technique, on which area she should focus now (i.e., the current area of the crisis). And to then identify possible secondary areas of interest, i.e., other locations that may have been affected by the crisis. The first part of this task could be done only using Awareness Bars; using Step Map and Focus Map could help confirm the answer. To answer the second part, participants needed to get a broader view of the history of activities. Here Step Map could give first insight, but Focus Map was required to get the precise answer. Task 1 could be done either from the workstation, in front of the wall, or both.

**Task 2** was designed to assess if our techniques allowed participants to access specific data related to their role (G1) and share them with others (G2). The participant had again the role of a road traffic controller. They were asked to collaborate with the first responder dispatcher to find the best-suited hospital to evacuate casualties and decide together on a route. Three hospitals were available at different distances and on roads with different traffic. An experimenter impersonated the first responders’ dispatcher. Here participants needed to create a Data-lenses with their data, either from the workstation or using a smartphone.

**Task 3** was designed to assess if our techniques helped participants be aware of the current focus of other operators (G3) while performing their own tasks. Participants were required to stay sit at their workstation, and could not alter the display’s zoom level. A blue line was displayed on the workstation screen, and the participants were required to follow it by panning. In parallel, an experimenter was following a different path on another workstation. Four times during the task, the participants’s screen was frozen without warning, and they were asked whether they were focusing on the same area as the experimenter or not. For the first two times that the participants were interrupted with the awareness question the Awareness Bars were visible. However, for the last two, the awareness bars disappeared from the wall when the question was asked, and reappeared after the participants answered. The second set of questions allowed us to check if participants could follow Awareness Bars while doing another task on the workstation.

**Procedure**

Participants started by filling a consent form and a demographic questionnaire. They then followed a twenty minutes training session, practicing all the techniques. Next, they completed the three tasks in sequence. After each task, they filled-in a questionnaire on their strategy, what techniques they used, and how the techniques could be improved. At the very end, participants were asked to answer a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire regarding the system. Overall, the study lasted approximately 50 minutes.

**Measures**

During the study, we collected observational notes, computer logs of participants’ interactions with the wall display and their workstation, and audio and video recordings. Each post-task questionnaire included open questions regarding strategy and the techniques used, and a 7-points Likert-scale regarding the difficulty of the task. The post-study questionnaire consisted of a SUS and an open question for other comments.
We present next the results for each task. We report first the strategies described by participants, followed by statistics on the use of Focus Map, and Data-lenses and finally video coded observations on the participants position in the space (in front of the wall or seated at their workstation).

**Task 1**
Participants performed Task 1 on average in 4 min and 57 sec (SD: 1 min 17 sec). All participants succeed in finding the first area of interest, and 7/8 the second one. The task was considered reasonably easy (Average easiness: 5.6/7, SD: 0.5).

To find the first area, 2/8 reported using Step Map and Awareness Bars, 3/8 reported using Step Map but not Awareness Bars, 2/8 reported using Awareness Bars but not Step Map, and 1/8 reported using a Local Focus Map, to find the first area. A Local Focus Map was used by 3/8 to confirm their findings, and 1/8 used a Global Focus Map for the same purpose.

To find the second area, 4/8 used Step Map. Of these 4, 1 confirmed their answer using Local Focus Map and 1 using Global Focus Map. Of the other 4/8, 3 used Global Focus Map to find the secondary area, and 1 used Local Focus Map. The participant who didn’t find the good secondary area candidate used only Step Map.

Interaction logs revealed that, contrary to participants’ questionnaires, all participants used at least once Focus Map (Figure 10). This may indicate that some didn’t find it useful for this task. On average, participants created 2.6 Focus Maps (a number skewed due to 2 participants who created 6 Focus Maps, the rest used only 1 or 2 Focus Maps).

Most participants (6/8) started by using a Local Focus Map, and two switched to a Global one later. On the contrary, the 2 participants who started with a Global Focus Map didn’t change. Temporal evolution was explored by 2 using a Local Focus Map, and 3 participants using Global (with one participant making extensive use of the feature).

Finally, the video coding showed that 7/8 participants started the task in front of the wall, and only 2 of them went to the workstation after that. The participant who started at the workstation went in front of the wall mid-way during the task.

**Task 2**
Participants performed this task on average in 3 min and 4 sec (SD: 50 sec). All succeeded in finding the best hospital (close enough and with routes with less traffic jam). The task was considered reasonably easy (Average easiness: 5.5/7, SD: 1). Strategies described by participants were mostly straightforward: create the Data-lens and discuss with the other operator.

Interaction logs showed that 7/8 participants created the Data-lenses from their workstation and then went in front of the wall. 3/8 participants had to resize the Data-lenses and did so when in front of the wall. As a side note, only 2/8 took the smartphone before going in front of the wall.

For this task, we didn’t envision the use of techniques other than Awareness Bars. However, videos showed that 4/8 participants used Focus Map with temporal evolution to find or confirm their answer.

**Other Subjective Comments**
Participants gave an average SUS score of 78.4/100 (SD: 12.3) to the system. According to Bangor et al. [3], this score means that our system is ranked between good and excellent by users.

Regarding the techniques, participants (4/8) said that Step Map was very good to get a quick first impression of the activity (5/8). Few participants (3/8) thought that time should be better encoded, as it seems the levels of transparency used were not always easy to tell apart. Participants (5/8) found that Awareness Bars also gave a good first impression of the activity, and that it was easy to use and useful to see when two viewports intersect. However, one participant worried about the cognitive load as you need to draw rectangles in your head to find the viewport’s location. About Focus Map, participants (4/8) thought it provides a good overview of the situation, however, a few (2/8) reported that it could be confusing because of the different colors. No problem was reported regarding Data-lenses.

**Summary and Discussion**
Overall, participants succeed in using the different techniques to perform the tasks and considered our system as usable. They made use of different (often unexpected) combinations of techniques for finding and verifying their answers, indicating that the exact technique to use may be a matter of preference.

This study provided us with interesting observations regarding users’ behavior in a collaborative multi-displays environment:

participants need different levels of confirmation before validating their answer. We observed two groups of participants. The first used only one technique to find the answer to the task. The second used several techniques, one to find the answer.
and the others to confirm it. We mainly observed this behavior in Task 1, with participants who used three or four Focus Maps to confirm their answer. We observed it to a lesser degree in Task 3, where participants used Focus Map to confirm their answer. Such strategies are known in decision-making as satisficing and maximizing [52]. The first one consists in choosing a solution that is good enough, the second in making sure that the chosen solution is the one with the highest expected utility. The use of a satisfying strategy can be beneficial as it could save cognitive load. However, it may not be an acceptable strategy in situations like crisis management. Complex systems like ours should make sure that an acceptable level of confidence can be reached without too much effort.

Participants tend to look for local information first. Participants preferred invoking Local Focus Maps first instead of Global ones. This result is surprising considering that using a global Focus Map required less interaction (just pressing one button) and it ensures that the user won’t miss any information. One reason could be that participants feared that displaying the multiple colors on the entire wall display would be visually heavy and potentially disturbing (information overload [22]). They often chose to display it globally after familiarizing themselves with the data on a local scale. It is thus important to provide users with the possibility to have both local and global techniques to visualize information.

An interesting future research direction would be to examine how to progressively transition from local to global awareness visualizations, in order to help users adapt to the amount of displayed information.

Participants use the closest display first to interact. For Task 1 and 2, participants could start the task either at the workstation or in front of the wall. All the information could be accessed from both, and all actions could be done from both. However in Task 1, 7/8 participants started in front of the wall, and in Task 2, 7/8 started from the workstation. In both tasks, they started the task in the position they were already in. For example, for Task 1, to better immerse the participant in their role of an operator arriving in the crisis room, we asked them to leave the room after the training and to come in 2 minutes after. Thus, participants were standing up when they were explained the task scenario, and most of them stayed up during the task. Before Task 2, participants were sat at the workstation to fill the post-task questionnaire, and most of them stayed at the workstation during the task.

However, it is worth noting that when discussion was necessary to make a decision during Task 2, all the participants went in front of the wall. It would be interesting to investigate when and why people use one display over another, and how to encourage them to use a specific one depending on their benefits. Here, the distance between the participants’ original position and the display seemed to have an influence, but future research is needed.

There is a need for quantitative measures of workspace awareness. This comes not from observations of our participants, but rather from the design of the Task 3 itself. The aim of our techniques is to improve workspace awareness. However, there are no standardized tests to assess group awareness. Task 3 was our attempt to design such a task, in order to evaluate if a participant knew the current focus of another operator at any given time. Our task was inspired by the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) [21] and the Situation Present Assessment Method (SPAM) [20] which are tests designed to evaluate Situation Awareness. The main difference between the two is that in the SAGAT test, the context of the task is hidden when the participant is answering a question, while it is not the case in the SPAM test. In the first part of Task 3, the Awareness Bars were still visible when the questions was asked (Similarly to SPAM), while they were not visible in the second part (Similarly to SAGAT). Participants reported a high workload in the second part because they needed to follow the bars while doing the path following task. Our task is a step in that direction, however more work is needed to generalize tasks that can be used to measure group awareness in broader contexts. Future work needs to consider standardizing tasks and questionnaires to assess group awareness.

The use of interleaved colors in Focus Map was reported as confusing by a few participants. This interleaving cannot scale to high number of people, especially since it would require the use of a large number of different colors. Using colored overlays for Focus Map can aid visual scanning [62]. Nevertheless, it also raises questions for future work, regarding the best color choices to aid color identification and avoid color blindness in particular due to potential color distortions related to the different possible viewing distances and angles [54, 6] that users can adopt in front of the wall.

CONCLUSION

We propose interaction techniques to enhance workspace awareness in a Multi-Display Environment composed of a wall display and several workstations. The three interaction techniques (Awareness Bars, Focus Map, and Step Map) help identify and perform opportunities to transitions between personal and shared workspaces. They provide information about operators’ activities (current and past focus), and can display this information on-demand and for a limited time on the wall (Focus Map), or permanently at the periphery of the wall (Awareness Bars and Step Map).

We evaluated the techniques in a usability study which showed that participants used different combinations of techniques to perform their tasks, and found the techniques useful and easy to use. The study also opens interesting direction for future work in MDEs, such as studying how to increasingly reveal information to avoid information overload, and whether users‘ starting position affects their choice of display to use. It also opens the discussion about the need for standardized instruments and tasks to measure workspace awareness.

We started by evaluating the usability of our techniques in a lab setting. We next plan to run longer term evaluations in a challenging real-world context, crisis management, that motivated our technique designs. We plan to first introduce our techniques in training or simulation settings, as introducing novel techniques in such environments remains extremely challenging due to their critical nature.
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